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Abstract
Cellular imaging is a rapidly growing field as novel tracers and imaging techniques are developed. Magnetic particle
imaging (MPI) detects superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) particles, which can be used to label cells. The type of
SPIO has a critical role in determining MPI sensitivity and resolution. For cell tracking applications, the ideal SPIO
should label cells efficiently and retain its sensitivity after cellular uptake. VivoTrax™ , a commercially available and
commonly used SPIO for MPI, was recently re-released as VivoTrax+ with an improved size distribution enriched
for larger particles. In this study, VivoTrax+ is shown to enhance cellular labeling and improve in vitro/in vivo
sensitivity. Importantly, the sensitivity of both SPIO significantly decreased after cellular internalization. The results
from this study emphasize the importance of translating SPIO performance in vivo to maintain its utility for cell
tracking applications.

I. Introduction
Cellular imaging has the potential to answer many fundamental questions about the presence, numbers, persistence, and delivery of cell therapies. Magnetic particle
imaging (MPI) is a non-invasive, non-ionizing, sensitive
modality capable of tracking cells labeled with superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) particles. Importantly,
MPI signal is proportional to iron content, which, combined with a measure of iron per cell, can be used to
quantify cell number. As a tracer-based modality, the
type of SPIO has a critical role in determining sensitivity
and resolution. The ideal SPIO for cell tracking should
label cells efficiently and produce high MPI signal with
good resolution.
VivoTrax™ (Magnetic Insight Inc.), or ferucarbotran,
is a commercially available MPI tracer. Ferucarbotran
has been used to detect a variety of cell types and as
a comparison for newly synthesized particles [1–8]. Al-
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though widely used, it is not considered optimal for MPI
due to its bimodal size distribution comprised of ~30%
25-30 nm cores and ~70% 5 nm cores [9, 10]. The smaller
cores do not magnetize sufficiently, leaving a small fraction of particles that contribute to signal. Recently, Magnetic Insight released VivoTrax+, a magnetically fractionated form of VivoTrax that selects for the fraction of larger
cores for improved MPI performance. To our knowledge,
this is the first study that uses VivoTrax+ for cell tracking with MPI. The purpose of this study was to directly
compare the two agents by assessing sensitivity, resolution, cell labeling efficiency, and in vitro and in vivo
imaging, to determine if VivoTrax+ has improved MPI
performance.
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II. Methods
II.I. Cell Labeling
A2058 human melanoma cancer cells were cultured at
37° in complete Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts) until 90% confluent. For both VivoTrax+ and
VivoTrax, labeling was done with and without protamine
sulfate and heparin as transfection agents (TAs). For
the cells labeled with TAs, 60 µL of protamine sulfate
(stock 10 µg/µL) and 20 µL of heparin (stock 1 U/µL)
were added to culture with 90 µL of either VivoTrax or
VivoTrax+ (stock 5.5 µg Fe/µL) in 5 mL of serum-free
DMEM. After 4 hours of incubation, 5 mL of complete
DMEM was added to culture for a total volume of 10 mL
in T75 cm2 flasks. For the cells labeled without TAs, 90 µL
of either VivoTrax or VivoTrax+ was added to culture in
a total volume of 10 mL complete DMEM in T75 cm2
flasks. All flasks were incubated overnight after which
cells from each flask were collected and washed 3 times
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Cell counting and
viability was determined using the trypan-blue exclusion
assay (Countess Automated Cell Counter; Invitrogen).
Perls Prussian Blue (PPB) staining was then performed
to assess iron labeling [11].
For cells labeled with TAs, Ficoll-Pacque density gradient separation was applied to remove unwanted, extracellular iron that remained after PBS washing. Cells
were suspended in 6 mL media and carefully layered over
3 mL Ficoll-Pacque in a 15 mL falcon tube then spun at
400 × g for 20 minutes without brakes. Cells were collected at the interface of the two solutions, then separation of labeled from unlabeled cells was conducted
with a magnetic column. Cells were resuspended in 2 mL
PBS and incubated for 5 minutes in an EasySep™ magnet (Stemcell Technologies, Vancouver, CAN) at room
temperature. Flow through of unlabeled cells was discarded while SPIO-labeled cells remaining in the tube
were collected.
At each labeling stage (before Ficoll-Pacque, after
Ficoll-Pacque, and after magnetic column separation),
PPB staining was performed and samples containing
1 × 106 cells suspended in ~250 µL PBS were collected for
MPI acquisitions. Only cells labeled with TAs were used
for further experiments.

II.II. MPI Relaxometry
MPI relaxometry was performed for VivoTrax and VivoTrax+ as (i) free SPIO and (ii) intracellular SPIO. For free
SPIO, triplicate samples containing 3 µL (5.5 µg Fe/ µL)
of each agent were prepared (n = 3 VivoTrax, n = 3 VivoTrax+). For intracellular SPIO, triplicate samples containing 1 × 106 VivoTrax+ or VivoTrax labeled cells from
each labeling stage (before Ficoll-Pacque, after Ficoll-
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Pacque, and after magnetic separation) were prepared (n
= 3 VivoTrax labeled cells, n = 3 VivoTrax+ labeled cells).
Samples were individually scanned using the RELAX™
module equipped on the Momentum™ scanner (Magnetic Insight Inc.), producing a point spread function
(PSF) for each sample. PSF’s were analyzed using Prism
software (9.3.0, GraphPad Inc.) for signal (peak height)
and resolution (full width half maximum – FWHM).
First, the relaxometry curves for free agents were compared. To assess sensitivity, the curves were normalized
to the amount of iron in each sample, and to visually
assess PSF resolution, the curves were normalized to the
maximum signal value.
Next, relaxometry curves from SPIO-labeled cells at
each labeling stage were compared. Since these samples
have the same number of cells, no PSF normalization
was conducted when assessing sensitivity. Therefore, differences in peak signal may be attributed to differences
in the amount of iron associated with the cell samples.
Lastly, the effects of cellular internalization were studied by comparing PSF signal and resolution of (i) free
VivoTrax+ vs. intracellular, (ii) free VivoTrax vs. intracellular, and (iii) intracellular VivoTrax+ vs. VivoTrax. For
these comparisons, PSFs were normalized to the amount
of iron in the sample (signal) or to the maximum value
(resolution). The intracellular data was taken from labeled cell samples after magnetic column separation.

II.III. In vitro MPI Acquisitions
Samples containing 62.5k, 31.3k, 15.6k, 7.8k, and 3.9k (k
= 1000) VivoTrax+ or VivoTrax labeled cells suspended
in ~250 µL PBS were prepared from each labeling stage.
Projection images were acquired in 2D with a 3.0 T/m
selection field gradient and drive field strengths of 22 mT
and 26 mT in the X and Z axes, respectively. These 2D
images took ~2 minutes to acquire for a 12 x 6 cm field of
view (FOV). These in vitro acquisitions were performed
for two purposes: (i) to assess the effects of extracellular
iron on MPI signal after being removed by Ficoll-Pacque
and magnetic column separation, and (ii) to compare
the cell detection sensitivities of VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax.

II.IV. In vivo MPI Acquisitions
In vivo imaging was performed on nude mice 24 hours
post intravenous (IV) injections of 40 µL (220 µg Fe) VivoTrax+ (n = 3) and VivoTrax (n = 3). Prior to imaging,
mice were fasted for 12 hours with only water, a laxative,
and corn bedding in their cage to reduce gastrointestinal signal. Mice were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane
and maintained with 1% isoflurane during imaging. The
same image parameters were used for 3D imaging, which
combines 35 projections (~30 min).
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Figure 2: PPB of A2058 cancer cells labeled with VivoTrax+
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used to compare relaxometry results between the 1 × 106
labeled cell samples taken from the three labeling stages.

II.V. Image Quantification and Statistics

III. Results and discussion

All MPI images were imported and viewed with a custom
MPI colour look-up table (CLUT) using the open-source
Horos™ image analysis software (version 3.3.6, Annapolis, MD USA). MPI signal was measured within a specific
region of interest (ROI) for both 2D and 3D images that
selects for signal 5 times above the standard deviation
of the background noise. Total MPI signal for the ROI
was calculated by multiplying the ROI area (2D) or volume (3D) by the mean signal. The signal to noise ratio
(SNR) was calculated by dividing the mean signal for the
ROI by the standard deviation of the background noise.
The SNR had to be greater than 5 for the MPI signal to
be considered detectable and for images to be further
quantified [12]. All MPI images were delineated and analyzed in the same way to ensure consistency. To calculate
iron content per cell, samples containing 1 × 106 labeled
cells (after magnetic column separation) were used to
produce high SNR image data for quantification of iron
mass using calibration lines [4, 13]. To determine pg/cell,
this iron mass was divided the by the number of cells in
the cell pellet.

Figure 1 shows the PSFs obtained from MPI relaxometry
for free VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax. The peak signal was
significantly higher (2.4 times) for VivoTrax+ compared
to VivoTrax after normalizing the signal to the amount
of iron in each sample (111.8 vs. 46.6 A.U., p ≤ 0.01)
(Figure 1a). Resolution improved by 1.3 times for VivoTrax+ over VivoTrax, indicated by a decreased FWHM
after normalizing to the maximum signal per amount of
iron (7.9 mT vs 9.9 mT, p ≤ 0.05, Figure 1b). For imaging
with a 3.0 T/m gradient strength, FWHM = 7.9 mT is expected to provide a resolution of 2.63 mm and FWHM =
9.9 mT a resolution of 3.3 mm.

The relationship between MPI signal (and therefore
iron content) and cell number was determined by performing a simple linear regression. Unpaired t-tests were
used to compare relaxometry results between free and
intracellular SPIO. Ordinary one-way ANOVA tests were

Without TAs, most iron remained extracellular with minimal uptake in cancer cells for both VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax (Figure 2a). The use of TAs enhanced iron uptake in
these less phagocytic cells but also produced extracellular clusters of iron (Figure 2b). Ficoll-Pacque efficiently
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III.I. VivoTrax+ has higher signal and
resolution than VivoTrax as a free
SPIO

III.II. Cell labeling is more efficient with
VivoTrax+
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Figure 3: Relaxometry showing the signal of labeled cells be- Figure 4: Relaxometry showing the resolution of labeled cells
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ANOVA, ns – p > 0.05, * - p ≤ 0.05, ** - p ≤ 0.01, *** - p ≤ 0.001, ANOVA, ns – p > 0.05).
**** - p ≤ 0.0001).

removed extracellular iron (Figure 2c). After magnetic
separation, unlabeled cells were removed (Figure 2d).
Visually, panels (c) and (d) are similar indicating most
cells were labeled and few were removed after magnetic
separation. Qualitatively, VivoTrax+ improved uptake in
cells compared to VivoTrax. Cell viability was high after
labeling with either agent (VivoTrax+ – 91%, VivoTrax
– 92%). Quantitative measurements with MPI indicate
that cells labeled with VivoTrax+ had an average of 7.5 pg
Fe/cell (Figure 2e) and cells labeled with VivoTrax had an
average of 4.2 pg Fe/cell (Figure 2f). Iron per cell was significantly higher for VivoTrax+ compared to VivoTrax™
(n = 3, p ≤ 0.01).

III.III. Extracellular iron affects MPI
signal
After Ficoll-Pacque, the MPI signal produced from cell
pellets of 1 × 106 cells decreased by ~33% for VivoTrax+
labeled cells (p ≤ 0.01, Figure 3a) and ~50% for VivoTrax
labeled cells (p ≤ 0.0001, Figure 3b) because of the removal of the extracellular iron. For these relaxometry
curves, signal was not normalized to iron to show the effects of extracellular iron on signal between samples containing the same number of cells (1.0 × 106 ). This result
shows the extent to which contamination of cell samples
with extracellular iron will lead to an overestimation of
the MPI signal associated with cells, and ultimately of
cell detection sensitivity and specificity as free SPIO may
be taken up by bystander cells in vivo. Thus, the Ficoll-
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Pacque technique may be critical for accurate detection
and quantification from images of labeled cells.
For VivoTrax+ labeled cells, there was no significant
change in MPI signal after magnetic separation, indicating few cells were unlabeled. With VivoTrax, there was a
small reduction in MPI signal after magnetic separation
(p ≤ 0.01). This result could be explained by VivoTrax
having a larger fraction of smaller cores that were loosely
bound and not internalized by cells, which were removed
by the magnetic column resulting in a small drop in signal [14].
MPI resolution was also assessed by evaluating the
FWHM values from the PSF at each cell labeling stage.
Across all three labeling stages, there were no significant
changes in resolution for either VivoTrax+ (Figure 4a) or
VivoTrax (Figure 4b).

III.IV. Cellular internalization affects
signal and resolution
MPI signal from free vs. intracellular SPIO was assessed
using MPI relaxometry, shown in Figure 5. After cellular
internalization, the peak MPI signal was significantly reduced for both SPIO (Figure 5a). The PSF signal for intracellular VivoTrax+ was 4.3 times lower than the signal for
free VivoTrax+ (111.8 vs. 26.0 A.U., p < 0.01, Figure 5b).
The PSF signal for intracellular VivoTrax was 2.3 times
lower than the signal for free VivoTrax (46.6 vs 20.3 A.U.,
p < 0.0001, Figure 5c). Therefore, cellular internalization
of VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax significantly reduced the MPI
sensitivity.
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Figure 5: (a) PSF’s showing peak MPI signal from relaxometry Figure 6: (a) PSF’s showing resolution from MPI relaxometry
for free and intracellular VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax. (b) VivoTrax+ for free and intracellular VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax. (b) Resolusignal was reduced by 4.3 times after cellular internalization. tion was reduced by 2.3 times after cellular internalization for
(c) VivoTrax signal was reduced by 2.3 times after cellular inter- VivoTrax+ and (c) reduced by 1.9 times after cellular internalization for VivoTrax. (unpaired t-tests, *** - p ≤ 0.001).
nalization. (unpaired t-tests, ** - p ≤ 0.01, **** - p ≤ 0.0001).

The relaxometry signal from cells labeled with VivoTrax+ was significantly higher (1.3 times) than cells labeled with VivoTrax (26 A.U. vs. 20.3 A.U., p ≤ 0.01). This
important result shows that the substantial signal gain in
sensitivity when comparing the free tracer (see Part III.I)
does not fully translate after cellular uptake. As free SPIO,
VivoTrax+ produces 2.4 times more signal than VivoTrax;
however, in cells the relaxometry signal is only 1.3 times
higher.
Intracellular resolution was also assessed using MPI
relaxometry shown in Fig. 6. After cellular internalization, resolution decreased for both SPIO (Figure 6a). The
resolution for VivoTrax+ labeled cells was 2.3 times lower
after cellular internalization, indicated by an increase in
FWHM from 7.9 mT to 18.4 mT (p ≤ 0.001, Figure 6b).
The resolution for VivoTrax labeled cells was 1.9 times
lower after cellular internalization with an increase of
FWHM from 9.9 mT to 18.5 mT (p ≤ 0.001, Figure 6c).
The improved resolution observed for free VivoTrax+
over free VivoTrax was lost after cell labeling; there was
no significant difference in FWHM values between the
SPIO after cellular internalization (18.4 mT vs 18.5 mT,
p > 0.05). Overall, although VivoTrax+ demonstrated
improved MPI signal and resolution measured by MPI
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relaxometry as a free tracer, these improvements do not
translate after cellular internalization.

III.V. VivoTrax+ improves cell detection
in images
2D images of cell samples are shown in Figure 7 with the
total MPI signal (ROI area × mean signal) beneath. As few
as 15.6K VivoTrax+ labeled cells were detected after all 3
labeling stages (Figure 7a-c). With VivoTrax, 15.6K cells
could be detected before Ficoll-Pacque, likely because of
extracellular iron contributing to MPI signal (Figure 7d).
After extracellular iron was removed, the signal in images decreased, and the lowest cell number detected was
31.3K cells (Figure 7e). After magnetic separation, there
was a slight decrease in signal, and only as few as 62.5K
cells were detected (Figure 7f). This may be explained by
the column removing cells with extracellular iron bound
to their surface. If these cells were removed by the column, the remaining cells would have lower iron mass
which would lower sensitivity.
This experiment showed that less iron and ~4 times
fewer cells were detected with VivoTrax+ compared to
VivoTrax. Importantly, the extracellular iron present
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Six nude mice were imaged with MPI following IV injected VivoTrax+ (n = 3) or VivoTrax (n = 3) and positioned as shown in Figure 9a. MPI signal was observed
in the mouse liver 24 hours post-injection, resulting
from uptake of iron by phagocytic Kupffer cells (liver
macrophages). The MPI signal was significantly higher
(1.4 times, 177.5 A.U. vs. 129.7 A.U.) in the livers of
mice injected with VivoTrax+ compared to VivoTrax (Figure 9b). In vivo images for mice injected VivoTrax+ are
shown in Figure 9c and VivoTrax in Figure 9d. Residual
iron from the injection is seen in the tail for Mouse 2
(Figure 9d).
The presence of VivoTrax+ in the liver was validated
ex vivo with PPB staining of fixed sections (Figure 10).
The blue in the images indicates the presence of iron,
with the cells counterstained with Nuclear Fast red.
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Figure 8: Cellular sensitivity lines for VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax
show a linear relationship (R 2 > 0.97) between MPI signal (iron
content) and cell number.

IV. Discussion
One of the main findings of this study was that the PSF for
free VivoTrax+ had a higher peak signal (2.4 times) and
better resolution (1.3 times) when compared to VivoTrax.
This result was expected since core size and distribution
affect the spatial resolution and sensitivity of the MPI
signal [15]. We speculate that the magnetic fractionation of the ferucarbotran (VivoTrax) formulation reduces
the polydispersity and enhances the percentage of larger
multicore clusters, which contribute more significantly
to MPI signal. According to manufacturer reported values, the mean core size for VivoTrax and VivoTrax+ are 4
nm and 6 nm, respectively. Mean core size is not representative of the shape of the size distribution. Although
small, this shift in mean core size can have a large impact on the ensemble average of the magnetic properties.
This is supported by quantifiable improvements in signal
and resolution measurements. This approach had been
taken before by Yoshida et al. with ferucarbotran (Resovist), who separated ferucarbotran into three fractionated nanoparticles, with effective core sizes of 21.6 nm,
10.7 nm and 6.2 nm [16]. The 21.6 nm particles alone
showed an increase of 2.5 times in the third harmonic
signal compared to Resovist, in excitation fields of 2.8 mT
and 28 mT. This agrees with our result of VivoTrax+ hav-
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Figure 10: PPB stains from liver sections of a representative
mouse IV injected with VivoTrax+.

Figure 9: In vivo MPI signal of VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax after
IV injections in nude mice. (a) Experimental set-up for in vivo
imaging. (b) Significantly more signal (1.4 times) was detected
in mice injected with VivoTrax+ than VivoTrax. 3D MPI images
are shown of nude mice IV injected with (c) VivoTrax+ and (d)
VivoTrax.

ing 2.4 times more signal compared to VivoTrax. The
10.7 nm fraction exhibited almost the same spectrum
as Resovist, and the 6.2 nm sampled showed a smaller
harmonic spectrum. These findings demonstrate the
role of iron core size and distribution in generating MPI
signal. Lowa et al. compared two methods for fractionating Resovist; asymmetric flow field-field fractionation
(A4F) and static magnetic fractionation (SMF) [17]. They
verified the presence of a broad hydrodynamic size and
anisotropy energy distribution for Resovist, in agreement
with previous studies [16, 18]. For both fractionation
methods, the third harmonic signal increased up to 220%
for the larger-sized fractions. This is in line with our finding of 2.4 times more signal for free VivoTrax+. They also
showed that the larger-sized fraction produced by SMF
had a broader hydrodynamic size distribution and larger
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anisotropy energy compared to all other fractions obtained by A4F. They conclude that in SMF, the column
retains the nanoparticles with larger magnetic moments
(and thus lower contributions of Neel relaxation), while
in A4F, nanoparticles are selected by size only.
A second major finding from this work was that the
intracellular MPI signal was significantly reduced compared to free SPIO. Although fractionation resulted in
higher MPI signal for free Vivotrax+, this did not hold
once intracellular. MPI relaxometry showed that the peak
signal was 2.4 times higher for free Vivotrax+, however
in cells the signal was only 1.3 times higher. This result
agrees with previous studies which have shown that after cellular internalization the magnetic properties of
SPIOs deteriorate leading to lower MPI signal and resolution. This is thought to be related to aggregation [19,
20], immobilization [21], compartmentalization [19], or
the viscosity [22, 23] of the iron cores which impact the
Neel and Brownian relaxation dynamics.
Teeman et al. showed a 20% reduction in signal after
their particles were internalized in human cancer cells
and determined that this was the result of magnetostatic
interactions between particles, which limits their ability to interact with the applied magnetic field, and not
due to changes in the physical characteristics of particle or the viscosity of the surrounding environment [24].
Markov et al. compared Resovist and Sineram for labeling red blood cells (RBCs), using transient membrane
poration induced by changing the cell osmolarity, and
reported that the MPS signal was reduced by approximately 8 times for Resovist and by 4 times for Sinerem,
after RBC encapsulation [25]. Electron microscopy revealed a uniform non-aggregated distribution inside of
RBCs. Instead, the signal reduction was attributed to
size selectivity in RBC loading resulting in a preferential
encapsulation of smaller nanoparticles with a mean core
diameter of 4–7 nm, which are not ideal for MPI signal
generation. This was more pronounced for Resovist because it contains more larger particles.
Suzuka et al. showed that changes in the magnetic
behaviour of particles after cell labeling was different
for different cell types [19]. There are several important
results from their study that are relevant to this present
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study. First, they showed that labeling with TAs enhanced
the uptake of Resovist by non-phagocytic colon cancer
cells and increased the signal in MPI images. In our study,
TAs were also necessary to increase uptake in melanoma
cancer cells. We both used a cationic TA, protamine sulfate (PS), which has been previously shown to facilitate
the labeling of cells with iron particles [14, 26, 27]. This involves forming iron-PS nanocomplexes which are added
to the media in the cell culture, which reverses the negative charge of the nanoparticles allowing them to interact with the negatively charged cell membrane. Crosslinking can occur between TAs and multiple nanoparticles, creating large clusters observable using light microscopy [14]. As the size of the complex increases, there
is the potential for adherence of complexes to cell membrane surfaces and large complexes will remain extracellular. Second, they showed that the use of TAs increased
the hydrodynamic diameter of the nanoparticles and
inhibited the MPI signal. We have also observed a reduction in the peak signal of the PSF when comparing
iron particles in solution and iron particles mixed with
TAs [28]. Third, Suzuka et al. compared the MPI signal
for cancer cells labeled using TAs and for macrophages
which are naturally highly phagocytic and do not need
TAs for labeling. The signal reduction was greater for
cancer cells compared to macrophages. Electron microscopy revealed that the nanoparticles were aggregated
in cancer cells but not in macrophages. Furthermore, in
macrophages they were located on the inner surface of
the cell compartments, whereas in cancer cells, they were
aggregated at the center of the endosomes. This indicates
different modes of endocytosis. Both the higher amount
of aggregation and the increase in hydrodynamic size,
caused by the use of TAs for labeled cancer cells, likely
led to the greater reduction in MPI signal. In either case,
cell lysis restored the MPI suggesting that the signal loss
was induced, at least in part, by the cellular uptake itself.
In this paper we show that the use of TAs to label
cells can lead to iron clusters and overestimation of the
total amount of iron if they are not removed. We separated cancer cells from extracellular iron using density
gradient centrifugation and sorted for labeled cells using magnetic separation. Cells labeled with VivoTrax
showed more extracellular iron compared to those labeled with VivoTrax+. In the final cell preparation, cells
labeled with VivoTrax+ contained more iron/cell than
those labeled with VivoTrax. MPI relaxometry of cell samples showed that after Ficoll-Pacque, the peak signal decreased by ~33% for VivoTrax+ labeled cells and ~50% for
VivoTrax labeled cells due to the removal of extracellular
iron. Quantification from images of cell samples also
showed a significant reduction in the MPI signal and detection sensitivity of cell samples. Figure 7 clearly shows
that for cell samples imaged after Ficoll-Pacque and magnetic separation (columns C and F) the MPI signal from
images was much higher for VivoTrax+ and, as a result,
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fewer cells could be detected. Both the higher loading
and lower level of extracellular iron for VivoTrax+ likely
led to this improvement in cell detection sensitivity.
In summary, the decreased MPI signal we observed
from SPIO after cell labeling may be explained by a combination of factors. First, the use of TAs may have caused
increased aggregation, leading to an overall larger hydrodynamic size, and slowing relaxation. Second, after internalization, there may have been increased magnetostatic
interactions between SPIO accumulating inside the cells,
also slowing relaxation. Ultimately, decreased signal after internalization will depend on the SPIO, cell type, and
labeling strategy used, caused by a combination of factors affecting the magnetic relaxation mechanisms of
SPIO in the intracellular environment.
In some cases, the change in MPI signal when SPIO
is in different environments may be useful. For example,
Paysen et al. demonstrated that the difference in signal
between free and intracellular Synomag could be separated and they used an extended MPI image reconstruction technique which allowed the visualization and quantification of the cellular uptake of Synomag by THP-1
cells [29]. Another application that benefits from the differences in SPIO signal is colour MPI, which separates
signals acquired simultaneously from different particle
types or from particles in different environments. Different colors could then be assigned to different signal
sources to allow for visualization in a single image [30].
In vivo the signal from SPIO uptake by liver
macrophages following intravenous administration was
1.4 times higher for VivoTrax+ than VivoTrax. This is similar to the in vitro relaxometry measurements that showed
VivoTrax+ labeled cancer cells produce 1.3 times more
signal than VivoTrax labeled cells; however, compared to
the in vitro MPI images, VivoTrax+ enabled detection of
~4 times fewer cells. This difference may be explained by
the difference in how signal is acquired and measured
between relaxometry and images. Relaxometry quantifies the peak signal, and this was done using a sample
containing 1.0 × 106 labeled cells with a high SNR. For
imaging, the integrated signal within a ROI is quantified
by multiplying the ROI area by the mean signal intensity, and this was done using cell numbers close to the
detection limit with low SNR. Overall, VivoTrax+ is beneficial for cell tracking by having a larger fraction of iron
cores that contribute more to MPI signal and by labeling melanoma cancer cells more efficiently leading to a
higher cellular sensitivity with MPI.

V. Conclusions
This study compares VivoTrax+ and VivoTrax as MPI tracers and their potential use for cell tracking applications.
Signal and resolution were compared using MPI relaxometry by measuring peak signal and FWHM values from
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PSF’s for both free and intracellular SPIO. As a free SPIO,
VivoTrax+ had significantly higher signal (2.4 times) and
resolution (1.3 times). VivoTrax+ had a higher labeling
efficiency compared to VivoTrax (7.5 pg Fe/cell vs. 4.2 pg
Fe/cell) using transfection agents as a labeling strategy
to enhance cellular uptake. After cellular internalization,
signal was reduced by 4.3 times for VivoTrax+ and 2.3
times for VivoTrax from changes in the local cellular environment affecting magnetic relaxation. Intracellularly,
VivoTrax+ had higher signal (1.3 times) than VivoTrax
measured by relaxometry and detected ~4 times fewer
cells from in vitro MPI images. We demonstrate a significant decrease in signal for both SPIOs after cellular
internalization and the importance of removing extracellular iron using a density gradient technique for accurate
detection of cells. Furthermore, a higher cellular sensitivity was achieved in vivo with significantly more MPI
signal detected in the liver of nude mice 24 hours post
IV SPIO-injection. This study emphasizes two important
factors to consider when developing MPI-tailored SPIO
for the purposes of cell tracking: (i) ideally SPIO should
retain their magnetic properties after cellular internalization and (ii) SPIO should efficiently label cells with
high quantities of iron per cell and minimal extracellular
iron. Overall, this study demonstrates a comprehensive
analysis of SPIOs designed for MPI and their utility in cell
tracking by evaluating their magnetic relaxation, cellular
labeling efficiency, and in vitro and in vivo signal.
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